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l5.Abstract: This paper examines some historical cases where weather has been a factor in the outcome of military operations. In World War II, Vietnam, and Desert Storm, climatology is shown to have been extremely important. In an examination of World War II, the paper provides an example of how a commander's use of operational weather can give his fighting forces an enhanced capability.
In a discussion of Vietnam, the paper exposes how military performance in the wake of adverse weather conditions can provide an indication of the operational ability to meet the strategic goals.
Finally, applying meteorological factors to the principles of war shows that weather does not have a neutral effect in warfare; under every circumstance one side or the other benefits from the state of the environment. Genghis Khan also employed weather conditions to enhance the principles of war. A favorite operational tactic used to simplify his mobility problem was to maneuver in the winter. In his area of operation, rivers and mardhes would freeze, allowing his Mongol horsemen to merely gallop over the ice and conduct their business without impediment. 3 His ability to maneuver was greatly enhanced by his employment of primitive climatology.
Beyond offering enhancements to the ability to fight, weather has also been used to explain the outcome of wars. For example, a fierce series of storms is often credited with the destruction of the Spanish Armada. Though the storms did take a minor toll, they
were not the deciding factor in the ruin of the Armada. The Armada was defeated by faster ships, better guns, and more cunning captains. However, for political and religious reasons, the English and Spanish historical accounts of the encounter are skewed 1 toward acknowledging the storms' destruction of the Armada.
The
Spanish were more than happy to blame their tactical and operational failures on the weather, and the British were equally pleased to accept that notion. The English belief was that talltales of the Spanish defeat by a God-sent storm was proof that
Protestantism was superior to Catholicism. In the end, the Spanish found it easier to accept a defeat at the hands of God rather than at the hands of English pirates. 4 The cold-weather misfortunes of Napoleon during his Russian campaign are a part of every lecture, paper, or discussion that contains his name. However, those analyses often fail to emphasize that Napoleon was repeatedly warned of the severity of Russian winters by General Caulaincourt who had spent several seasons in Russia. As winter approached, the other French generals in Moscow joked with Napoleon about' the doom and gloom of Caulaincourt's weather predictions; Caulaincourt was indeed still serious. He reminded Napoleon in October:
The winter, sire, is a big difficulty, to begin with. The lack of stores, of horses for your artillery, of transport for your sick and wounded, the poor clothing for your soldiers.
Every man must have a sheepskin, stout fur-lined gloves, a cap with ear-flaps, warm bootsocks, heavy boots to keep his feet from getting frostbitten. You lack all this. Not a single frost-nail has been forged for the horses' shoes; how are you going to draw the guns? There is no end to what I could tell Your Majesty on this subject.
Then there are your communications, the weather is still fine, but what will it be in a month, in a fortnight, perhaps even less? 5 Napoleon arrogantly replied:
The extreme rigors of winter do not come on in twenty-four hours.
Although we are less acclimatized than the Russians, we are fundamentally more robust. We 2 have not had autumn yet, we shall have plenty of fine days before winter sets in.'
As it had done for centuries, the Russian winter became a factor that favored the home team.
However Based on that erroneous information, Germany deemed that an invasion was not imminent. 29 The Germans had expected the invasion to occur during several quiet periods of weather that had occurred in May. In the Pacific Theater, the Japanese initially had the upper hand in the ability to obtain meteorologic data. Japan had total control of the meteorological data that was originated in China, Manchuria, Korea, and Japan. At sea, the Americans had some extreme problems that were credited to the weather. Most notably were the two typhoons that Admiral Halsey's fleet faced in less than a year.m In the first encounter, three of his ships were lost due to a series of errors that Halsey never admitted were his fault. 35 Simply put, Admiral
Halsey was so focused on refueling his ships that he unduly risked the safety of the entire fleet. By trying to press on with the refueling of his ships in the face of miserable seas, Admiral
Halsey allowed the Japanese to acquire an advantage that was totally unexpected. Had he understood the principle of security as well as he understood the principles of the offensive, maneuver, and economy of force, he would not have lost three ships and had several others put out of action due to storm damage. there would be very few days in North Vietnam during the Christmas period when it would be possible to make visual attacks.
Therefore, it was necessary to use those resources; namely, the B-52's, the F-111's, and A-6's, that had an all-weather capability. As a matter of fact, as it turned out, during the period that we were conducting the operations, which lasted from December 18 to 29, with the exception of a 36-hour standdown for Christmas, there were only about 12 hours which were suitable for visual bombing, including use of the socalled "smart" bombs. 3 8 The best operational use of exploiting climatology in It is much easier to admit to the proposition that one's demise was caused by something uncontrollable like the weather, rather than to admit to being beaten by an enemy that at the outset of the campaign was considered to be inferior. Military meteorologists were heavily involved at all levels in many aspects of the planning and the successes of Desert Storm.
The Coalition forces had a wide range of sources'of meteorological data from encrypted satellites, from world-wide networks, and also from classified sources. At the same time, the Coalition saw to it that the Iraqis were denied access to meteorologic data as part of the sanctions imposed by, the United Nations after the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait. Before any fighting began, the Coalition force's meteorologic data base was superior, allowing them to maintain an advantage throughout the war, much like the WWII Allies did once they had effectively denied weather data to the Germans.
With the meteorologic advantage at the strategic and operational level, the war in the desert was a tactical testing ground for the meteorologic support to new weapons systems.
Weather data was used as part of the Tomahawk cruise missile initial data input; to determine how reconnaissance aircraft were to be configured; in selecting the optimum precision guided Greenland as a source for weather data and deny the data to the Germans. Genghis Khan riding over frozen marshes and rivers to conduct operations.
